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Abstract. With the continuous development of machine vision, intelligent detection of bottom spray glue has gradually 
become a reality. In this paper, we proposed an algorithm of detection the glue spray on bottom of vehicle based on 
machine vision. By sampling and detecting the spray interest area, the algorithm can obtain its features which were used 
for intelligent identification of the spray interest area, and then carry out the pseudo target and detect whether the 
detection area is complete or not. It can test the vehicles on pipeline in real time. On the average, each frame’s processing 
time is less than 150ms. If there is an unqualified area, it will alarm and inform the operators of the wrong position. The 
algorithm can improve the quality of the vehicle and save human resources and identify the spray interest area with high 
accuracy. The research directions in the future is to accelerate the speed to meet the practical application requirements, 
and to solve the intelligent identification of the spray interest area which has the same color with the vehicle body. 
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ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

The algorithm can detect glue spray on bottom of vehicle through the pipeline in the real-time. And the method 
is to obtain the images of vehicle’s bottom through the pipeline using the camera, and intelligently extract the spray 
area. The extracted area is region of interest. Then, all operations are performed in this region. The next step is the 
edge detection. If the spray area is complete, it will only detect the outer contour of the spray area. If there is a 
defect, in the process of detection, besides the outer contour, the defect part will also have its own small contour. In 
this situation, we can conclude that the spray interest area is not qualified, record the location and return to the 
operators, to accelerate the repair of the region. The flow chart of the detection algorithm of vehicle bottom’s glue 
spray as shown in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1.  The flow chart 

Main Modules Design 

Intelligent detection of glue spray area includes color transformation, edge detection, using rectangle to surround 
the largest area, detection of the uniform of the area is divided into edge detection, pseudo target removal, return the 
unqualified area. The main modules of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2.  

How to exactly find the spray zone is an important problem, which is directly related to the success of the whole 
algorithm.  As the spray zone is a whole white area, each frame of the image has this distinct feature. The data 
structure of each pixel includes R(red), G (green), B (blue) these three primary colors, all the rest of the color is 
composed of these three colors, each color’s range is 0~255, (0, 0, 0) is black, (255, 255, 255) is white, and so on. 
Each color has its own value, referred to as the RGB value. The algorithm obtains the entire image in this way by 
default, called the RGB color space. So, we would like to traverse the entire image, read each pixel. If it is white, go 
to the next pixel, otherwise directly transformed to (0, 0, 0). 

 

 

FIGURE 2. The modules of the algorithm 
 
Ideally, the processing of each frame image will only have a spray area of white, so we can accurately extract the 

spray interest area.  However, after some tests, it was found that some of the spray interest area was painted black, 
and some other areas were remain. The reason is that RGB color space is sensitive to interference, such as light, 
distance from the camera.  So, we discard the RGB color space, replaced by a more anti-jamming color space called 
HSV color space (H (hue), S (saturation), V (value)). This space has its advantages, but there are still some 
shortcoming in contrast of RGB color space, such as black in the color space is still (0, 0, 0). But for white, there is 
no accurate value. Because each of  H, S, V can produce white. So we extract the HSV value of the spray interest 
area, and find the approximate area. The graphs are shown in Figure 3, the RGB graph is shown in Figure 4.  
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FIGURE 3. The value of HSV color space      

 

FIGURE 4. The value of RGB color space 
 
In Figure 3&4, we can find that the HSV color space is more stable than RGB color space, especially in the 

second half of each frame. So we decided to choose the HSV color space. Every frame has the only black and white 
color, and filtering it, average value filter is based on the size type kernel size as template filtering. The specific 
operation is that every pixel’s value is the average values of the pixels around the area, size of area is the nuclear 
size.  The next step is to do contour edge detection on the image, and draw a rectangle out of the largest contour, the 
spray interest area. The pseudo code as follow: 

IF successfully obtain a frame 
THEN RGB color space→HSV color space.  
FOR (i= first pixel, i<=last pixel, step+1) 
IF color ≠white 
THEN color=black.  
END IF. END FOR.  
//average value filter.  
//contour edge detection.  
//discrete point approximation the largest contour.  
//Draw a rectangle out of it.  
//Cut this rectangle to set as interest spray area.  
END IF.  

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The laptop running the algorithm is configured as follow: CPU-Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60GHz, 
graphics card-NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960M, memory-8GB, hard disk-1TB. In the previous chapter, we said the 
reason of why not choose RGB. In the Figure 5, 6 and 7, we will show the other benefit of HSV color space (the 
different value of HSV between spray interest area and vehicle body). The actual processing process in the pipeline 
is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

FIGURE 5. The different value of H             FIGURE 6. The different value of S 
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FIGURE 7.  The different value of V          FIGURE 8.  Each frame’s processing time 
 

 

FIGURE 9. The actual processing results 
 
According to these figures, we can find that the difference between the color of the spray interest area and the 

vehicle body color on the HSV value. And the range of its own value is relatively stable, so we can judge that the 
method is practicable. In Figure 8, we test every single frame’s processing time. It shows that, except the first frame, 
every frame’s processing time is less than 150ms and stable. So, we can almost keep up with pipeline's speed which 
will become a practical application.  

CONCLUSION 

The detection algorithm of glue spray on bottom of vehicle based on machine vision uses artificial intelligence to 
solve the problems encountered in the process of vehicle bottom spraying. It utilizes the technology of machine 
vision, can save human resources effectively, and connects the camera through the glue machine. It realizes the real-
time acquisition of bottom-spraying information of the vehicle and can provide technical support for the future 
automobile pipeline system. 
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